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ENGLISH TYPEWRITING
(40 Words Per Minute)

SECTION - II
[Time Allowed : 7 Minutes]

Note : Do not type the ‘Speed Passage’ again.
Type the following speed passage in SEVEN MINUTES. Use DOUBLE or ONE
and HALF LINE SPACING and a Margin of FIFTEEN SPACES on the left.

[Marks : 40]
Every morning while going to school, I came across

a child nearly my age, singing on the road with an old man
playing the harmonium. The striking feature was that
whereas other such singers on the road usually sing
popular Hindi feature film songs, this boy was always
hymns praising the Lord Almighty.

Most of the days I was in a tearing hurry to reach
School and so did not have the time to stop and listen
to the songs, even as I wanted to as the child sang
beautifully. However one day on reaching school, we were
informed that there would be no classes after the assembly
because one of the students had expired, due to an accident
the very morning.

We all left school heavy hearted and I alongwith a
few of my classmates from the school started off on our cycles for home.
On the way back we came across this couple again, still
singing. It was hardly 8 a.m.. We all felt pity on
the child and stopped to rummage in our pockets to give
him some money.

At that time of the morning, his singing was so
impressive that we sat down on a fence by the side of the
road and asked them to sit down too. The old man was
playing the harmonium beautifully and as the boy sang,
I could see tears rolling down the old man’s eyes.
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